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Abstract: A critical review of four of the five articles by
Williams collected in the book, with particular focus on
WilliamsÕ intrepretation of Tibetan commentarial literature
on the ninth chapter of the Bodhicaryàvatàra, and his analy-
sis of øàntidevaÕs arguments in favor of altruism.

In 1998 the Curzon Critical Studies in Buddhism Series published two
volumes by veteran Buddhist scholar Paul Williams. The first volume,
which will be the subject of a separate review, is The Reflexive Nature

of Awareness, and concerns the exegetical controversy surrounding
øàntidevaÕs refutation of apperceptive awareness (svasaüvitti) in the ninth
chapter of his Bodhicaryàvatàra. The companion volume, Altruism and
Reality1 is a collection of five essays on passages from the eighth and ninth
chapters of øàntidevaÕs text.2

The papers collected in the Altruism volume contain by far the most
probing analyses ever attempted of the Bodhicaryàvatàra, with reference
to Tibetan and, to a lesser extent, Sanskrit commentarial literature on it.
WilliamsÕ comparative research and text�critical analysis have plunged (or
perhaps, ascended) several yojanas further into the arcana of Tibetan
Màdhyamika interpretation than I have ever been able to venture myself.
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Consequently what I, as a researcher with similar interests, had expected to
be a relatively straightforward review, has mushroomed into the present
article, and I have no doubt only scratched the surface of the many impor-
tant issues Williams has explored. Thus, though I find many of WilliamsÕ
premises and conclusions provocative and am inclined to disagree on a
number points, my objections (like many of his conclusions) should be
understood as tentative, pending further investigation.

The first article, ÒOn Prakçtinirvàõa/Prakçtinirvçta in the
Bodhicaryàvatàra,Ó discusses verses 13�14, 34, 103, and 1103 (in the Ti-
betan enumeration) of the ninth chapter, which relate more or less directly
to the idea of innate or natural Nirvàõa (prakçtiparinirvàna).4 In this arti-
cle, as in most of the others, Williams uses a limited selection of passages
to introduce important philosophical issues, and then references a variety
of commentarial sources to illustrate how various commentators have
brought their interpretations to bear upon those passages.

Of particular interest here is how Tibetan commentators have tended
to interpret the ninth chapter of the Bodhicaryàvatàra (BCA) according to
their philosophical biases as either unreconstructed Màdhyamikas � for
whom Ònatural nirvanaÓ and ÒemptinessÓ are more or less synonymous �
or as ÒGreat Màdhyamikas,Ó whom Williams implicitly (and in my opin-
ion simplistically) equates with adherents of the Òother�emptinessÓ (gzhan
stong) style of Tibetan Màdhyamika interpretation.

Some, but not all, Tibetan commentators on the Bodhicaryàvatàra
invoke the principle of gnosis or ye shes (Skt. j¤àna), or one of its associ-
ated terms such as Ònatural purityÓ (prakçtivi÷uddhi) in interpreting
øàntidevaÕs statement at 103CD. Here, Williams suggests, we find a typi-
cally Cittamàtra concept, which is alien to the philosophical context of
øàntidevaÕs text and his Indian commentatorsÕ, being invoked by Tibetan
scholars who were steeped in the lore of such texts as the Ratnagotravibhàga.
Without a doubt, as the heirs and curators of a variety of commentarial
materials which were not always widely known or cross�referenced by
commentators in the land of their origin (which incidentally appears to
have been the case with CandrakirtiÕs Màdhyamika commentaries), Tibet-
ans were more likely than their Indian predecessors to forge creative inter-
pretations. That is to say, they tended to interpret textual passages out of
the precise philosophical�historical context of their original formulation.
This tendency is something which has long fascinated Williams, and here
he has done well in naming the usual suspects for this practice (such as my
own virtual mentor, Mi pham5 and in providing us with specific textual
evidence. However, in using such words as ÒCittamàtraÓ and ÒGreat
Madhyamaka Ó and ÒgZhan stong absolutismÓ (p. 15), Williams has some-
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times gone out on a limb, perhaps knowingly.
Certainly one finds j¤àna discussed frequently in the

Ratnagotravibhàga (RGV), where it is linked to the tathàgatagarbha con-
cept, and in so�called ÒCittamàtraÓ or ÒYogàcàraÓ texts, while in
Màdhyamika texts it is scarcely mentioned. Clearly it is the influence of
the RGV and the gZhan stong traditions it inspired which underlie, for
example, Sa bzang Mati PaõchenÕs interpretation of 9:103CD.6 On the other
hand, the RGV cannot be unproblematically classified either as a
Màdhyamika or as a Cittamàtra text, and Tibetan commentators were hardly
univocal here; in any case, it is interesting that that the Gelugpas, espe-
cially rGyal mtshab Dar ma rin chen, interpreted the RGV as a Pràsaïgika
text.

The exegetical use of a philosophical term outside of its normative
philosophical context does not necessarily mean that a text is being inter-
preted out of context, nor does it necessarily mean that the author is bring-
ing an innovative interpretive bias to bear on the text though one or the
other of these possibilities may turn out to be the case. As far as the various
commentarial traditions of the Bodhicaryàvatàra are concerned, one might
just as well assert that terms which the commentators understood to be
non�contradictory or equivalent were invoked as needed to uncover nu-
ances already understood to be implicit. In other words, the fact that RGV�
esque language is used to interpret BCA 9:103CD does not necessarily
mean that what BCA 9:103CD says is not, in fact, essentially the same as
analogous passages in the RGV, or in the scriptural antecedents of the RGV.
The use of variant terminology and the quotation of sources from historical
contexts different from the text itself do not necessarily mean that,
hermeneutically speaking, there is an out�of�context interpretation. For
example, though øàntideva does not use the language of the RGV, it is
quite possible that he had read the text, and it is a fact that he studied many
of the Såtras teaching the Buddha�nature concept (snying poÕi mdo), which
constitute scriptural antecedent for the RGV7. What this means, in my opin-
ion, is that non�Pràsaïgika trends of thought are effectively a part of
øàntidevaÕs intellectual�historical context, whether he acknowledges them
or not. Thus I would conclude that the apparent affinity of the prakçtinirvàõa
concept in the BCA and the tathàgatagarbha�concept of the RGV is prob-
ably more than accidental.

Whether a particular philosophical interpretation of a ÒPràsaïgikaÓ
text such as øàntidevaÕs ninth chapter is Òextra�contextualÓ is itself a mat-
ter of context. Does one hold terms like ÒluminosityÓ and Ògnosis,Ó on the
one hand, and ÒemptinessÓ and Ònirvana,Ó on the other, to belong to sepa-
rate and distinct realms of discourse, or to complementary or equivalent
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ones? If one assigns the use of these terms to strict doxographical catego-
ries, then any equivalence of such terms, implicit or otherwise, might seem
controversial. Once again it should be noted that Indo�Tibetan doxographical
categories are problematic; the primary sources themselves do not neces-
sarily fit neatly into the doxographical pigeon�holes into which tradition
has often wanted to stuff them. I am sure Williams is aware of all this. In
mentioning these points I am simply following my own interpretive predi-
lection, which is to try to understand the implicit hermeneutic of a particu-
lar author � which more often than not falls into a doxographical gray
area � rather than playing the Tibetan doxography game.

Another place where Williams has begun to tread on thin ice is in
implying that Mi phamÕs use of the expression Òmere gnosis which is re-
flexive awarenessÓ (so so rang rig paÕi ye shes tsam) in his commentary on
9:358 is practically the same as saying that gnosis is Òreally the ultimate.Ó
Williams then suggests (though not in so many words) that this is precisely
the dBu ma chen po (Great Madhyamaka = gZhan stong), which stems
historically from the Jonang tradition which is known to have maintained
that the ultimate is a Òreally existing radiant gnosisÓ (p. 25). Historically
speaking, this connection is not implausible � Mi pham was the disciple
of two prominent gZhan stong pas, ÕJam mgon Kong sprul and mKhyen
brtse dBang po � but ÒgZhan stong pa" is probably not a label with which
Mi pham himself would have been comfortable. Though it is correct to
characterize Mi phamÕs thought as ÒGreat Madhyamaka,Ó insofar as he
does so himself, to suggest that his thought stems more or less directly
from the Jonang gZhan stong tradition is problematic. For one thing, the
term so so rang rig paÕi ye shes (pratisaüvidj¤àna) is generally understood
to mean the gnosis (ye shes = j¤àna) which realizes what can only be real-
ized for oneself (so so rang gis rig pa = pratisaüvid). This simply means
that emptiness proper, as a non�conceptual ultimate (rnam grangs ma yin
paÕi don dam = aparyàyaparamàrtha), is not accessed by words or con-
cepts, so Mi phamÕs use of the term so so rang rig paÕi ye shes is hardly
incriminating. In spite of Mi phamÕs tendency to use terms like ÒcoalescenceÓ
(zung Õjug = yuganaddha), Òluminosity,Ó and so forth in his Màdhyamika
commentaries (especially his Sher Õgrel nor bu ke ta ka, on the BCAÕs
praj¤àpariccheda), he was generally at pains to distance himself from the
gZhan stong position (or positions). For example, he upholds ÒPrasàõgikaÓ
in one of his most important texts, the Nges shes rin po cheÕi sgron me; he
promotes the ÒYogachàra�Svàtantrika�MadhyamakaÓ in his commentary
on øàntarakùitaÕs Madhyamakàlamkàra; and he evidently devoted a great
deal of effort to defending his Nor bu ke ta ka against its critics.

Though Mi pham did write a polemical defense of gZhan stong, the
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gZhan stong khas len seng geÕi nga ro � which is said to have been written
out of compassion for the weak philosophical acumen of the gZhan stong
pas, or perhaps to fulfill the wishes of his teachers � he does not argue
there that Òtruly existent gnosisÓ is the ultimate, but rather that what is
known by ultimate (that is, enlightened) wisdom is true, while what is taken
for granted in conventional knowledge (true existence) is false and non�
existent. This is not quite the same as saying Ògnosis is the truly existent
ultimate reality,Ó which is the stereotyped position usually attributed, rightly
or wrongly, to the gZhan stong pas by their opponents. Generally speak-
ing, Mi pham accords equal ultimacy to reality per se (tattva, dharmadhàtu,
÷ånyatà, etc.), and to that which knows it (j¤àna) � but only because,
from the perspective of gnosis, the knower and what is known cease to
exist apart. This is standard Madhyamaka, and does make him either a
Cittamàtrin or a gZhan stong pa.

Mi phamÕs position on gZhan stong in the gZhan stong khas len seng
geÕi nga ro may not exactly reflect what earlier gZhan stong pas them-
selves had been saying, but even as such it would illustrate an important
point. The term ÒgZhan stongÓ has meant many different things to many
different people, and in using it one is very likely to obscure, or over�
simplify, the philosophical position of one or another Tibetan author. Though
Williams excels at comparative Tibetan philosophy, and is generally care-
ful to balance his frank admiration for Gelugpa innovations in epistemol-
ogy and philosophical hermeneutics with the acknowledgement that these
are just one set of Òpossible interpretations among many othersÓ (p. 28), in
the case of gZhan stong I think he has been too quick to accept the charac-
terizations given of that trend of Màdhyamika interpretation by its oppo-
nents, for example, in calling it a Òphilosphical absolutism.Ó What would
make it an absolutism is a matter of hermeneutics, and in Tibet there was
more than one way of assessing the philosophical Middle Way; it goes
without saying that as self�described ÒGreat MàdhyamikasÓ the gZhan stong
pas did not consider themselves absolutists. The question is, on whose stand-
ard is ÒgZhan stongÓ (whatever that may be) a philosophical ÒabsolutismÓ?
In referring to a vaguely defined, inclusive ÒgZhan stong absolutism,Ó
Williams (perhaps following D. S. Ruegg) seems to have shown a rather
uncritical acceptance of Gelugpa polemics. Be that as it may, the way
Williams uses gZhan stong certainly points to the need for further research
into the writings of authors assigned to this little�understood and much�
maligned Òschool.Ó

It should also be noted that it is not correct to equate ÒGreat
MadhyamakaÓ (dbu ma chen po) with gZhan stong, which seems to be an
implicit assumption in the prakçtinirvàõa article, and is made more explic-
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itly in the penultimate article (for example, on page 98). This term has been
used by many ÒPràsaïgikaÓ authors as an epithet of their own systems,
Atã÷a9 and Tsong kha pa10 included. Though gZhan stong pas tended to
trumpet the same epithet in their anti�Pràsaïgika polemics, in the wider
context of Tibetan Madhyamaka it merely would seem to indicate the gnostic
dimension of Madhyamaka, as opposed to the philosophical discourse known
as ÒMadhyamaka.Ó

Rather less controversial is WilliamsÕ second essay, entitled ÒAltruism
and Rebirth.Ó The discussion centers on a single verse, 8:97:

Supposing one says that the suffering which happens to that (other)
person does no harm to me, therefore (s)he should not be protected
against (it)|

Then since future suffering (Skt. Òthe sufferings of future bodiesÓ)
also is doing no harm (to you now) why is that to be protected
against?11

As in the last article, WilliamsÕ analysis in large part concerns the
rational coherence of the spiritual path. In this verse, what is at issue is not
so much proving the rationality of the Mahàyàna Buddhist ethic of univer-
sal compassion, as it is disproving the opponentÕs position, which is that
there is no compelling reason to be as concerned about others, in the same
way as one is about oneself. As before, Williams reviews the various com-
mentatorsÕ positions at length, and concludes that � at least as far as the
original Sanskrit, where Òfuture bodiesÓ are mentioned, is concerned �
oneÕs future mind and body are indeed equally ÒotherÓ to oneÕs ÒselfÓ (or
causal psychosomatic continuum), as are the bodies and minds of beings
other than oneself. However, the notion that future lives are ÒotherÓ is prob-
lematic, insofar as it might tend to encourage one to discount the effects of
oneÕs actions in the future; this would be the Òdreaded ucchedavadaÓ or
nihilism (p. 50). In the last analysis Williams is willing only to concede
that øàntideva has only succeeded in showing an incompatibility between
the intention to act out of concern for oneÕs own future lives and neglecting
the welfare of sentient beings in the present, because oneÕs ÒownÓ future
lives and contemporary sentient beings are equally ÒotherÓ to oneself at
present. One detects here a dissatisfaction on the authorÕs part with the
rationality or efficacy of øàntidevaÕs arguments, which dissatisfaction be-
comes more apparent in his final essay.

The fourth chapter is ÒIdentifying the Object of Negation.Ó This re-
fers to an aspect of Màdhyamika reasoning and meditation which is par-
ticularly emphasized in the Gelug school, namely, the requirement that in
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order to ascertain emptiness correctly, one must correctly identify that which
emptiness is the negation of, namely inherent existence (rang bzhin =
svabhava) or true existence (bden grub). The first half of verse 9:140 (Tib.
9:139) of the Bodhicaryàvatàra is invoked by Tsong kha pa and his fol-
lowers as a locus classicus:

Not having contacted a conceptually�constructed entity |
The negation of that is not apprehended |
Therefore, in the case of a delusory entity |
The negation of that is clearly delusory. | |12

Williams is not the first Western scholar to make note of the impor-
tance of this verse for Gelug Màdhyamika interpretation13, but as far as I
know he is the first to closely examine the verseÕs context, in terms of the
BCA itself and its various commentators. His article raises some interest-
ing points.

First of all, the Tibetan translation of the first pàda of the immediately
preceding verse (139/Tib. 138) does not accord with the BCAÕs Indian
commentators.14 The Tibetan translators apparently read bhàvanàü, taking
this to be the accusative singular of bhàvanà (meditation = sgom pa), while
the Sanskrit reads bhàvànàü, the genitive plural of bhàva (things or enti-
ties = dngos po). With the exception of Bu ston, Tibetan commentators did
not notice the discrepancy between the Indian commentaries and the Ti-
betan translation, and thus took the preceding verse as the pårvapakùaÕs
refutation of the viability of meditation on emptiness, while the Sanskrit
original and its Indian commentaries clearly mark the verse as a pårvapakùaÕs
objection to the authenticity of emptiness per se. Williams holds that in the
final analysis the apparently erroneous Tibetan reading of this verse is not
crucial to the overall structure of øàntidevaÕs argument. However, it is
interesting that the translation of bhàvànàü as ÒmeditationÓ would tend to
reinforce � if it did not in fact incite � the way in which Tibetan com-
mentators (especially those whom Williams identifies as cleaving to the
gnostically�oriented ÒGreat MadhyamakaÓ) have commented on the sub-
sequent verse (9:139, Tib. 140).

According to most commentators, 9:139 is a more or less uncondi-
tional acceptance of the pårvapakùaÕs premise in the previous verse, namely,
that emptiness is delusory (mçùà) because means of valid cognition
(pramàõàþ) � which are themselves empty, hence delusory � cannot
establish emptiness as valid, or non�delusory. The literal statement (if not
the underlying intent) of the pårvapakùa is acceptable, because all conven-
tional realities, such as proof and refutation, are delusory insofar as they
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are empty. Thus emptiness, though delusory, can negate inherent existence
just as the death of a son in a dream prevents the conception of his exist-
ence from arising.15 Thus goes the more conventional and commonsensical
way of interpreting the sense of BCA 9:139.

Tsong kha paÕs interpretation puts a rather different spin on øàntidevaÕs
verse, and is typical of the Gelugpa style of Pràsaïgika Madhyamaka inter-
pretation. On the face of it, øàntideva is saying that without ÒcontactingÓ
(or imagining) an entity which is to be negated, a negation is not possible,
as in the case of the death (negation) of a son (an entity) in a dream. This is
not what is actually meant, according to Tsong kha pa and his disciple
rGyal mtshab rje. For Gelugpas, to take the negandum of Màdhyamika
negation to be any particular conventional existing entity � whether it be,
for example, a dead son qua dream�phenomenon or a dead son in Òreal
lifeÓ � is mistaken, because then emptiness would be simply the negation
of that thing; that is, emptiness of ÒsonÓ would be equivalent to Ònot�son,Ó
and so forth. Of course, that is not what emptiness means. Instead, empti-
ness is the absence of svabhàva, inherent existence, of any entity. Thus
what øàntideva means to say, according to Gelugpa Madhyamaka, is that
without ÒcontactingÓ (or conceptualizing) the inherent existence
((sva)bhàva) of an entity, its opposite (abhàva = niþsvabhàva) cannot be
apprehended either. For Gelugpa Madhyamaka, that would be a shame �
for if one does not apprehend with critical awareness the nature of things
(niþsvabhàva = ÷ånyatà), then one is bereft of wisdom (praj¤à).

So far this may seem uncontroversial. However, other commentators
have detected a resonance between 9:139�140 and 9:35, which reads in
WilliamsÕ translation:

When entity (bhàva) and negation (abhàva) |
Do not stand before the mind |
Then because there exists no other possibility |
Without intentional object it is calmed.16

This resonance is all the more palpable if one recalls that 9:138CD
was translated into Tibetan as a refutation of the viability of meditation on
emptiness, rather than as a refutation of the rationality of emptiness per se.
On this reading, the following verse 9:139 naturally would be taken as
illustrative of the actual method of Màdhyamika meditation. The reference
in 9:35 to Òwithout intentional objectÓ (niràlambà) clearly indicates that
meditation on emptiness should be without object, and so 9:139 has been
read by some commentators such as Mi pham as an exhortation to just such
a meditation, where Òone abides in the gnosis which is the calming of all
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verbal differentiations...the Great Madhyamaka free of all assertions.Ó17

This stands in rather marked contrast to Tsong kha paÕs interpretation of
9:140, which emphasizes the verbal differentiation of negandum and nega-
tion, and implicitly, of the negandum (inherent existence) and its substra-
tum (a conventionally existing phenomenon perceived to exist inherently).

Basically there are two models of ÒemptinessÓ at work here: empti-
ness as the absence of elaboration (niùprapa¤ca = spros bral), and empti-
ness as the negation of a negandum. Though Gelugpa Màdhyamika com-
mentaries are known for their emphasis upon the latter type of emptiness,
the former is also recognized by dGe lugs scholars, if not always elabo-
rated upon.18 For example, rGyal mtshab rje glosses the statement at BCA
9:2, Òreality is not an object of mindÓ (buddheragocarastattvam = don
dam blo yi spyod yul min), as Òreality is not an object of dualistic mindÓ
(don dam gnyis Õdzin gyi blo yi spyod yul min)19. Assuming that dualistic
perception is inclusive of elaboration (prapa¤ca), then ultimate reality is
presumably to be known in the absence of elaboration. If emptiness is the
ultimate reality, then in definitive knowledge emptiness should should al-
ways involve the absence of elaboration; on the other hand, emptiness as
the negation of a negandum, while still a form of emptiness (referred to in
the Laïkàvatàrasutra, notes Williams, as itaretara÷ånyatà, the emptiness
of one thing in another), would not be a definitive emptiness, because there
would still be an elaboration of the absence or non�existence of svabhàva.
Such is the position of self�described Pràsaïgika commentators like Go
ram pa, Mi bskyod rDo rje, and Mi pham.

Why then, if the niùprapa¤ca interpretation of emptiness is commonly
upheld by Tibetan Pràsaïgikas, is Williams so quick to assimilate Mi phamÕs
interpretation of 9:140 to ÒgZhan stongÓ? To return to the previous quote:

...(W)hen one abides in the gnosis which is the calming of all verbal
differentiations (prapa¤ca), there is the Great Madhyamaka free of
all assertions. And Mi pham quotes to this effect from a såtra of the
Praj¤àparamità type, thus assimilating the gZhan stong Great
Madhyamaka into the message of the Praj¤àparamità. The quote
concludes: ÒThere is seen as objective realities neither agent nor all
dharmasÓ...For Mi pham the point is to finish with existence and
non�existence, abiding instead in non�conceptual gnosis which by
definition can only occur when all concepts...have come to an end
(pp. 98�99; my bold italics).

Perhaps it is the word ÒgnosisÓ (ye shes  = j¤àna) which Williams
takes to be the gZhan stong smoking gun. If that is so, his suspicion is
simply unwarranted. Clearly, as Williams himself says, Madhyamaka seeks
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the transcendence of dualities which are relative by nature. In the context
of ultimate reality, gnosis and what it knows (emptiness) are non�dual; so
why then should the presence of ÒgnosisÓ implicate a ÒgZhan stong abso-
lutismÓ which � at least in its opponentsÕ characterizations of it � incul-
cates a radical dichotomy of ultimate and relative truths? If emptiness is
definitively (that is, non�dualistically) known by gnosis, then it is not nec-
essarily unkosher to speak of gnosis in the context of Madhyamaka, nor is
it necessarily incorrect to speak of gnosis as being ultimate, especially if
one follows BhavavivekaÕs gloss of paramàrtha as Òthat which conduces
to the realization of ultimate reality.Ó20

Having said all that, in conclusion, WilliamsÕ article on the
Màdhyamika negandum is an informative and thought�provoking explora-
tion of a topic of central importance in Tibetan Màdhyamika interpretation
and meditation practice, which should keep Tibetan Madhyamaka fanatics
(like the present reviewer) busy for years to come.

WilliamsÕ final article in the volume, ÒThe Absence of Self and the
Removal of Pain: How øàntideva Destroyed the Bodhisattva Path,Ó on the
other hand, ought to provide amusement for aspiring Mahàyàna polemi-
cists. The very title seems absurd; how could øàntideva, the most renowned
advocate of the selfless bodhisattva way in Indo�Tibetan commentarial
literature, have Òdestroyed the bodhisattva pathÓ? If I have followed
WilliamsÕ argument correctly, what the problem boils down to is the fact
that, as Williams says at the beginning of the article,

øàntideva takes as an assumption that the disinterested nature of
morality is fulfilled by rational consistency, and a moral imperative
can be drawn from what is, in the broadest sense, an ontological
position.

On the face of it, the idea that øàntidevaÕs moral rationalism ought to
undermine his project of elucidating and defending the bodhisattva path
also seems preposterous. Has øàntideva, one of the most compelling (and
presumably coherent) of Indian Buddhist philosopher�saints, contradicted
himself? Or, perhaps, has Williams come up with a better, presumably
more rational approach to the bodhisattva path? The answer to the first
question, in all fairness to WilliamsÕ extensive research and thoughtful analy-
sis, should be ÒmaybeÓ; the answer to the second, in all fairness to
øàntidevaÕs good intentions, must be a resounding Òno.Ó

So far as I know, no other scholar in history, Buddhist or non�Bud-
dhist, has ever attempted to depict øàntideva as a shabby defender of the
faith. In constructing a long, exhaustive (and in my opinion, fundamentally
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misguided) series of arguments in an attempt to show that he was, Williams
has boldly blustered where Tirthikas and Buddhologists alike have feared
to tread. And I think he has stuck his neck out. Before I let the polemical
axe fall, I should quote the verses at issue here, and review what I take to be
the most important points in WilliamsÕ argument.

Verses 8:101�3, in WilliamsÕ translation, read as follows:

A continuant and a collective � such as a (caste) row (païkti) or an
army � are fictions (mçùà) |
The one of whom there is a pain (duþkha) does not exist. Therefore
of whom will there be ownership of that? | | 101 | |

Pains without an owner are all indeed without distinction |
Because of its quality as pain indeed it is to be prevented. What
limitation can be made there? | | 102 | |

If one asks why pain is to be prevented (Tib. Òthe pain of all is to be
preventedÓ), it is (accepted) (Skt. Òby allÓ) without dispute |
If it is to be prevented, all is also thus. If not oneself also is like
(other) beings. | | 103 | | 21

To paraphrase øàntidevaÕs point: the sentient being is a composite
entity; hence there is no self or owner of pain � only, presumably, the
illusion of ownership. Thus in truth pain really belongs to no one (or per-
haps, as øàntideva would have it, to everyone) � but nonetheless, as pain,
it should be prevented. Verse 8:103 elaborates on verse 8:102. If one wishes
to prevent oneÕs own pain, one should also prevent the pain of others; if
one does not wish to prevent the pain of others, one should not prevent
oneÕs own pain � because, as previously stated, there is really no owner of
pain, so oneÕs own and othersÕ pains are not really different.

Williams finds fault with this argument on several grounds. His basic
thesis is that Òthe factÓ � according to Buddhist philosophy � Òof no True
Self does not in itself [entail] unselfishness...the ÔoughtÕ of unselfishness
simply does not follow from the ÔisÕ of anàtman.Ó In other words, I may
not accept that there is a metaphysical True Self (âtman), but that does not
necessarily mean that I would or should neglect, be incognizant of, or oth-
erwise fail to show preference for ÒmyselfÓ � in the everyday conven-
tional sense of that word. Another point Williams raises, and illustrates at
great length, is that an ÒownerlessÓ pain is really no pain at all. Without a
subject of pain, there can be no pain. A pain is not a Òfree�floatingÓ entity,
like a pair of shoes which one person can slough off and another put on.
Although time does allow me to examine WilliamsÕ argument at every
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place I suspect he has taken a wrong turn, I would like to raise a few points
which, even if they do not actually disprove his assertion that Òthe ÔoughtÕ
of unselfishness simply does not follow from the ÔisÕ of anàtman,Ó might
suffice to call it into doubt.

First of all, I think Williams is confused, or at least underinformed,
about the negandum (pratiùedhya = dgag bya) of Màdhyamika analysis.
That is a strong claim, of course; hasnÕt he just given us a beautiful analysis
of this subject in a previous chapter? Nonetheless, I think that in this article
his understanding (or practical assumption) what ÒselfÓ (or Self) is negated
by Màdhyamika reasoning is incomplete � perhaps intentionally. The reader
will notice WilliamsÕ capitalization of the word ÒselfÓ as in ÒTrue Self,Ó
which I take to imply the âtman of Upaniùadic and other traditions of In-
dian philosophy. The negation of the True Self, he says, will not suffice to
eliminate our everyday conception of Òmyself,Ó nor presumably our in-
stinctive preference for that self over other selves. I also take it that Williams
holds this to be the case because in Madhyamaka the ordinary conception
of ÒJohnÓ as a person distinct from ÒPaulÓ and so forth is held to be a valid
distinction; that is the way things are conventionally, and we wouldnÕt want
to deny it lest chaos and confusion result. Thus, if negating a ÒTrue SelfÓ
doesnÕt negate the conventional self, which is the basis of everyday dis-
tinctions of ÒselfÓ and ÒotherÓ (and presumably, of selfish decisions and
actions), then what good will it do for the cultivation of selfless compas-
sion?

Here Williams seems to have overlooked some important distinctions
of the Gelugpa Pràsaïgika tradition which he seems to hold dear, namely
the Òrational negandumÓ (rigs paÕi dgag bya) versus the Òpath negandumÓ
(lam gyi dgag bya), and innate ignorance (lhan skyes kyi ma rig pa) versus
theoretical or conceptualized ignorance (kun brtags kyi ma rig pa =
parikalpitàvidyà). The rational negandum of Màdhyamika analysis would
include the ÒTrue SelfÓ or âtman (which is a grub mthaÕi sgro btags pa or
philosophical conception) as well as the innate conception (lhan skyes kyis
sgro btags pa) of self. In other words, any kind of self which is conceived
to exist inherently is a rational negandum of Màdhyamika analysis �
whether such conception is conscious or not.22 The root of saüsàra, ac-
cording to Tsong kha pa, is innate ignorance, which would consist in an
innate misapprehension of a self, while the theoretical misconception of a
ÒTrue SelfÓ would be a conceptualized ignorance which only obtains for
those who uphold the philosophical systems which teach it. Thus, the in-
nate misconception of self is the more important negandum of Màdhyamika
analysis, and because it is not particularly conscious, it is more difficult to
deal with.
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Williams is certainly correct in arguing that to negate the philosophi-
cal misconception of a True Self will not do much to undermine our ten-
dency to selfishly prefer ourselves over others. However, notwithstanding
øàntidevaÕs refutations of non�Buddhist philosophical theories, I think what
øàntideva is most concerned with is the innate misconception of self, and
likewise, what Màdhyamika meditation is really concerned with is the prac-
tical application of reasoning to that innate misconception, that is, as a
Òpath negandum.Ó Thus in the dGe lugs pa tradition of analytical medita-
tion there is much emphasis upon Òidentifying the object of negationÓ (dgag
byaÕi dngos gzung ba). A well�known example in the oral tradition of how
this identification is made refers to how a sense of ÒIÓ or ÒmeÓ arises when
one is falsely accused or verbally abused. The sense of ÒIÓ about which one
feels rigidly defensive under such circumstances is just a particularly glar-
ing example of the innately misconceived self, which misconception is by
definition a source of conflicting emotions. On the other hand, the valid
conventional self is not necessarily associated with conflicting or selfish
emotions; it is simply a fact, as in ÒI am typing this article,Ó which, as
statements go, is no more implicative of a belief in a truly existing, emo-
tionally conflicted self, than the statement Òroses are redÓ would be impli-
cative of a belief that all roses are intrinsically red.

Màdhyamika analytical meditation should inculcate a profound cer-
tainty that the sense of self that is present in moments of emotional duress
is a fabrication and does not exist in reality. It should also be kept in mind
that part and parcel of such difficult moments are those Òothers,Ó real or
imagined, sentient or insentient, which are perceived to impinge upon that
self in a negative way. Given these considerations, WilliamsÕ thesis that
Òthe ÔoughtÕ of unselfishness simply does not follow from the ÔisÕ of
anàtmanÓ can be brought seriously into question. If oneÕs rigid sense of
separation (via emotional clinging and rejection) from others can be dis-
solved through demolishing the misconception of a vulnerable emotional
self, then naturally oneÕs Òselfishness,Ó stemming as it does from a false
belief in that self, will likewise be eliminated.

One of the faults in øàntidevaÕs argument, according to Williams, is
that realizing selflessness would mean that one could not longer make mean-
ingful distinctions between oneself and others. However, I think that to
eliminate that selfishness would not have to mean, as Williams seems to
believe, that one would no longer favor oneself in a natural quotidian fash-
ion. For instance, to insist on brushing someone elseÕs teeth before oneÕs
own would not be indicative of selfless compassion, but of confusion. To
brush my teeth selflessly would not mean that I am unaware that my teeth
� not PaulÕs � are being brushed. To the extent that the ÒselfÓ which is
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negated is the source of conflicting emotions, however, selfless dental hy-
giene would be free of the anxiety of thinking, ÒPerhaps my teeth will not
be white enough,Ó or Òmaybe this toothpaste wonÕt suffice to clear up my
halitosis, so people will be repulsed by meÓ and so on. Again, the emphasis
on the innate misconception of self, and taking it as a practical path
negandum of Màdhyamika analytical meditation, must be understood to
apply to the instances of self�conception which are invariably associated
with negative emotions, and not to those which are emotionally neutral and
conventionally valid. Though space does not allow for discussion of them
here, the dGe lugs tradition is particularly rich in oral and written instruc-
tions for differentiating between these instances of Òself.Ó Clearly, to real-
ize selflessness does not mean to become incognizant of conventional real-
ity. As Tsong kha pa says in the Three Principles of the Path, ÒAs long as
the infallible appearance of dependent origination and the understanding
of emptiness free of assertions appear separately, one has yet to realize the
MuniÕs intention.Ó23

It might still be objected that to eliminate the innate misconception of
self will still not suffice to inculcate a profound identification with, and
altruistic motive toward, other sentient beings, as it is granted that the con-
ventional distinction of ÒselfÓ and ÒotherÓ will remain, even when the in-
nate misconception of truly existing ÒselfÓ and ÒotherÓ has been elimi-
nated. Here again, an important distinction can be invoked, that of
Òmeditative absorptionÓ (mnyam bzhag = samàpatti) and Òmeditative
aftermathÓ (rjes thob = pçùñhalabdha). Once again to quote BCA 9:35:

When entity (bhàva) and negation (abhàva) |
Do not stand before the mind |
Then because there exists no other possibility |
Without intentional object it is calmed. | |

Thus, when one really meditates effectively on emptiness, no self or
other is perceived; this is what is ultimately the case. In meditative after-
math, it is said, one should perceive all things in the manner of the twelve
metaphors of illusion: like magical illusions, the reflection of the moon in
water, a mirage, and so forth. In other words, though one perceives self and
other in meditative aftermath, one knows they do not exist as they appear,
and one acts accordingly. For example, if I know the entrance to the A train
which appears one day out of the blue at Eighty�ninth Street is a magical
illusion, I will not attempt to go down the stairs, nor will I be upset that I
must walk three blocks further to Eighty�sixth Street to catch the train.
Likewise, if I perceive self and other to be like illusions, I will not be upset
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or misguided by emotions; and seeing that others torment themselves need-
lessly through the misapprehension of a truly existent self as the subject of
conflicting emotions, I will feel compassion and, whenever possible, will
try to help them. Here Williams might quote the Praj¤àparamità to the
effect that a bodhisattva sees no sentient beings. Again, I would take refuge
in dGe lugs pa exegesis and say, ÒThat only means a bodhisattva sees no
inherently existing sentient beings � not that (s)he sees no sentient beings
in any way, shape or form!Ó

In conclusion, I would say that WilliamsÕ statement that Òøàntideva
takes as an assumption that the disinterested nature of morality is fulfilled
by rational consistency, and a moral imperative can be drawn from what is,
in the broadest sense, an ontological positionÓ is based on an erroneous
assumption of his own. That is, Williams assumes that morality is essen-
tially informed by a rational determination of the nature of reality, because
that is how øàntideva has presented his arguments in favor of a bodhisattvaÕs
universal compassion. I think Williams has left out an important piece of
the puzzle, namely, personal practical experience. I would rephrase
WilliamsÕ formula thus: Òøàntideva takes as an assumption that the disin-
terested nature of morality is fulfilled by rational consistency, but that ra-
tional consistency must be fulfilled by practical experience for a moral
imperative to be drawn from what is, in the broadest sense, a personal
experience of reality.Ó

There is no evidence whatsoever that øàntideva ever intended that
philosophical reflection alone should suffice to establish a moral impera-
tive; on the contrary, Mahàyàna Buddhism teaches that perfect morality is
impossible without perfect wisdom, and that perfect wisdom is impossible
without meditation on perfect wisdom. Knowledge of emptiness through
logical analysis alone (that is, the negation of a rational negandum) does
not suffice to cure one of misknowledge and the moral foibles it entails, but
meditation on emptiness (the gradual elimination of the path negandum,
the innate misconception of self) does.

What it boils down to, in my opinion, is that to really understand the
connection between emptiness and compassion, we must not only study
about emptiness, but meditate on it as well. Perhaps this would make
Mahàyàna Buddhism Òanti�rationalÓ or Òmystical.Ó Pace Kant, I would
simply suggest that the purpose of the BCA is, in large part, to clear up
reason to make room for meditation.

End Notes

1Altruism and Reality, Studies in the philosophy of the Bodhicaryàvatàra:
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Curzon Press, 1998.
2The reader will note that I have said nothing about the third essay in this
volume, ÒAn argument for Cittamàtra, reflections on Bodhicaryàvatàra
9:28 (Tib. 27) CD.Ó This article is a fine discussion of various commentarial
traditions on that verse, and should be consulted by anyone interested in
Màdhyamika critiques of Cittamàtra positions. However, as neither subject
of the article nor WilliamsÕ conclusions are particularly controversial, I
have declined examine it here.
3There is some incongruence of verse enumeration in the ninth chapters of
the Tibetan and Sanskrit editions. Unless otherwise noted all references are
to verse numbers in VaidyaÕs edition of the Bodhicaryàvatàrapa¤jikà.
4The term proper is not found in the BCA, but the past passive participal of
the root prakçñinirvç occurs is in 103CD: yan na kàye na cànyatra na
mishram na pçthak kacit | tan na kiücidataþ sattvàþ prakçtyà parinirvçtàþ
| |  ÒThat mind is not in the body or elsewhere, and is neither the same nor
different than it | Since that (mind) is anything in particular, beings are
naturally in nirvàõa.Ó Williams translates 103D as, ÒThat (mind) is nothing
at all. Therefore sentient beings are fundamentally (or ÔinherentlyÕ) ceasedÓ
(p. 12).
5Mi pham Rin po che (1846�1912); cf. my Life and Works of Mipham
Rinpoche (http://www.hvinet.com/jwp/Miphambio.html).
6ÒThat adventitious conventional mind, if it is examined, is not the slightest
bit established. Therefore, because the ultimate dharmatà is invariable, sen-
tient beings are established as having the essence (snying po can) of en-
lightenment, the clear�light nature of the mind.Ó This line of reasoning is
reminiscent of oft�quoted RGV 27: saübuddhakàyaspharaõàt
tathatàvyatibhedataþ | gotrata÷ca sadà sarve buddhagarbhàþ ÷arãriõaþ | |
Tib. reads: | rdzogs sangs sku ni Õphro phyir dang |  | de bzhin nyid dbyer
med phyir dang |  | rigs yod phyir na lus can kun |  | rtag tu sangs rgyas
snying po can |
7In the øikùasamuccaya øàntideva quotes the Laïkàvatàrasåtra, the
ørãmàladevãsiühanàdasåtra, the Anånatvapårnatvasamudgataparivarta, the
Ratnakuña, the Tathagatako÷a (= �garbha) såtra, the Aïgulimàlikasåtra,
the Suvarõaprabhàsottamasåtra, and the Ratnakuñasåtra. All of these are
considered, at least in Tibetan exegetical traditions, to teach the
tathàgatagarbha � concept.
8yadà na bhàvo nàbhàvo mateþ saütiùñhate puraþ | tadànyagatyabhàvena
niràlambà pra÷àmyati | |
9Cf. Bodhipathapradãpa, folio 280A of the Derge bsTan Õgyur on the Asian
Classics Input Project (ACIP) CD�ROM: slob dpon klu sgrub kyis ni bstan
paÕi snying po bshad de | des shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin paÕi don yod pa
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dang med pa las Õdas paÕi dbu ma chen poÕi don thugs su chud cing | mkhas
pa gzhan gyi rgyud la yang de ltar gsungs so | | de ltar bla ma byang chub
bzang po dang | rje btzun ku su lu pa yang de ltar dgongs so | | Õphags pa
klu sgrub zhal gyi bdud rtzi des | | aÕarya de ba zla grags bha bya dang | |
zhi baÕi lha dang byang chub bzang poÕi bar | | tshim par gyur ba bdag
laÕang cung zhig Õthor | | de ltar gtan tsigs chen po bzhi dag gis | | chos
rnams thams cad skye med bsgrub byas te | | sngon gyi slob dpon rnams kyi
rjes Õbrangs nas | | dbu ma chen poÕi grub mthar gnas par bya |
10In the colophon to his dGongs pa rab gsal commentary on the
Madhyamakàvatàra, Tsong kha pa refers to himself as Òa yogi of the Great
MadhyamakaÓ: dbu ma chen poÕi rnal Õbyor pa mang du thos paÕi dge
slong shar tzong kha pa blo bzang grags paÕi dpal gyis, Õbrog ri bo che dge
ldan rnam par rgyal paÕi gling du sbyar baÕo (Source: ACIP CD�ROM).
11Williams, p. 30: tadduþkhena na me bàdhety ato yadi na rakùyate |
nàgàmikàyaduþkhàn me bàdhà tat kena rakùyate | |  Tib. reads: gal te de la
sdug bsngal bas | bdag la mi gnod phyir mi bsrung | ma Õongs pa yi sdug
bsngal yang | gnod mi byed na de cis bsrung | |
12Williams, p. 75. Skt: kalpitaü bhàvam aspçùñvà tadabhàvo na gçhyate |
tasmàd bhàvo mçùà yo hi tasyàbhàvaþ sphuñam. mçùaa | | Tibetan reads:
brtags paÕi dngos la ma reg par | de yi dngos med Õdzin ma yin | de phyir
brdzun paÕi dgnos gang yin | de yi dngos med gsal bar brdzun | |
13Michael J. Sweet makes brief mention of this verse in his article
ÒBodhicàryàvatara 9:2 as a Focus for Tibetan Interpretations of the Two
Truths In the Pràsaïgika Madhyamaka.Ó (Journal of the International As-
sociation of Buddhist Studies 2.2 (1979): 79�89).
14BCA 138 | Tib. 139: pramàõam apramàõam. cen nanu tat pramitam mçùà
| tattvataþ ÷ånyatà tasmàd bhàvànàm. nopapadyate; gal te tshad ma tshad
min na | des gzhal brdzun par mi Õgyur ram | de nyid du ni stong pa nyid |
sgom pa de phyir mi Õthad Õgyur | |
15Cf. BCA 141 | Tib. 140: tasmàt svapne sute naùñe sa nàstãti vikalpanà |
tadbhàvakalpanotpàdaü vibadhnàti mçùà ca sà | |
169:35: yadà na bhàvo nàbhàvo mateþ saütiùthate puraþ |
tadànyagatayabhàvena niràlambà pra÷amyati | |
17P. 98, paraphrasing Mi phamÕs Nor bu ke ta ka commentary which reads:
spros pa thams cad zhi baÕi ye shes la gnas paÕi tshe na khas len thams cad
dang bral baÕi dbu ma chen po yin no |
18Yeshe Thabkay, professor of philosophy at the Institute of Higher Ti-
betan Studies in Sarnath, India, notes: ÒMost of the ancient Tibetan schol-
ars were of the opinion that the view of non�elaborative nonconceptuality
was subtler than the view of non�affirming negation (prasàjyapratiùedha
= med dgag) of true (existence). Je Rinpoche (rje Tsong kha pa blo bzang
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grags pa, 1357�1419) also asserted both these views. In his commentaries
(Ocean of Reasoning and Illumination of the Thought, respectively) on the
Root Wisdom (=MålaMadhyamakakàrika of Nàgàrjuna), he stated that
there is no realization of the mode of existence without prior thought. In
order to realize the mode of existence, it is imperative to know the mode of
apprehension (Õdzin stang) of the lack of true (existence). The view of
selflessness as a non�affirming negation has been stated to be the ultimate
view. . .However, in his Epistle to the Lord Rendawa. . .concerning the
Òview,Ó he stated that ordinary beings cannot enter into the actual ultimate
(rnam grangs min paÕi don dam) at first. In the beginning one should have
clinging to the nominal ultimate (rnam grangs paÕi don dam) of non�in-
herent dependent arising and engage in analytical meditation whereby one
will perceive the actual ultimate. In order to establish the actual ultimate, it
is not feasible for it to be spoken, listened to or heardÓ (ÒThe Four Asser-
tions: Interpretations of Difficult Points in Prasangika MàdhyamikaÓ; Ti-
bet Journal 17.1 (1992), p. 4).
19I was unable to locate a copy of rGyal mtshabÕs rGyal sras Õjug ngogs
commentary on the BCA, so I have attempted to quote the gloss from
memory.
20Cf. Tarkajvala in the ACIP CD�ROM at \TEXTS \BYAUTHOR
\BAVAVIVE\TOGEBAR\Td3856e.inc, @5B: dam paÕi don te rnam par
mi rtog paÕi ye shes dam paÕi don yin pas dam paÕi don to | yang na don
dam pa dang mthun pa ste don dam pa rtogs pa dang rjes su mthun paÕi
shes rab la don dam pa de yod pas don dam pa dang mthun paÕo. The latter
reference here is to shes rab (praj¤à), not ye shes (j¤àna); but the analogy
is, I think, appropriate.
21saütànaþ samudàya÷ ca pan�kti senàdivan mçùà | yasya duþkham. sa
nàsty asmàt kasya tatsvam bhaviùyati | | asvàmikàni duþkhàni sarvàny
evàvi÷eùataþ | duþkhatvàd eva vàryàõi niyamas tatra kiü kçtaþ | | duþkham.
kasmàn nivàryam. cet sarveùàm avivàdataþ | vàryam. cet sarvam apy evam
na ced àtmàpi sattvavat | |
22Cf. Lam rim chen mo (425a in ACIP CD�ROM edition): sems can thams
cad Õkhor bar Õching ba ni lhan skyes kyi ma rig pa yin paÕi phyir dang, kun
brtags kyi ma rig pa ni grug ( read grub) mthaÕ smra ba de dag kho na la
yod pas Õkhor baÕi rtsa bar mi Õthad paÕi phyir ro | | Õdi la nge spa (read
nges pa) dmigs phyed par rnyed pa shin tu gal cheÕo
23| snang ba rten Õbrel bslu ba med pa dang | | stong pa khas len bral baÕi
go ba gnyis | | ji srid so sor snang ba de srid du | | da dung thub paÕi dgongs
pa rtogs pa med |


